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Trenches: ‘up to our knees in water’ - The National Archives
This is the letter Private Tom Fake wrote to his wife and son
in Bristol on and touching, and I used many in my book Letters
from the Trenches.
Letters from the Trenches
Here you will find all the letters and transcripts from this
collection that relate to the soldiers' experience of the
trenches. 18, trenches: contents. Military kit: .
Trenches: ‘up to our knees in water’ - The National Archives
This is the letter Private Tom Fake wrote to his wife and son
in Bristol on and touching, and I used many in my book Letters
from the Trenches.

Heartbreaking letters from WWI soldiers | UK News | Sky News
A history of the First World War told through hundreds of
letters exchanged by ordinary British soldiers and their
families. Letters from the Trenches reveals what .
Letters from the First World War, part one - The National
Archives
A new book gathers together the most moving, intimate and
fascinating correspondence to and from soldiers fighting in
the First World War.
Letters from the front
Letters home from the Western Front in the First World War
gave a snapshot of the horrendous conditions suffered by
Ulster soldiers in the trenches. About eight o'clock I reached
a field ambulance and was brought to a clearing hospital
further back. There are concerts occasionally.
Letters from the trenches
A heartfelt letter home from a weary soldier in a muddy trench
in Flanders. A hastily scrawled note from an exhausted nurse
on Lemnos to her mother in Ballarat.
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I pulled the trigger, missed the rat, blew a shower of dirt
all over the table, my mess tin and rations, Letters From The
Trenches deafened myself, lost my temper for fair, had a half
dozen fellows run down to see if I was trying to commit
suicide, and all for. What training was carried out before
they were sent to fight?
ImissyoumoreoverherethanIevendidinFrance It was found
impossible to make any advance in our quarter, so I dug myself
in and awaited events. I wonder how long it will be before we
have a chance to commence a New Year together in Canada The
soldiers at the front need more rest.
DoyourememberthatyouaskedmetobehomeforXmas?Whatfewmenthereareabou
also describes that his fellow Canadian soldiers had carried
out several successful raids and the Germans they captured
"have lost all heart and are scared to fight.
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